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as far as little sister was concerned there was nothing big sister couldn t do one day though little

sister wanted to be alone and she hid in the meadow big sister couldn t find little sister so she

began to cry until little sister came to comfort her illustrated copyright libri gmbh all rights

reserved hester and her younger sister edna play queen and her maid pretend to be mermaids

eat chocolate and experience a thunderstorm there s quite a difference between being big and

being little whilst big sister roller skates little sister hesitates and whilst big sister plays princess

little sister holds her dress nevertheless big sister and little sister can t help but have fun together

with thoroughly appealing central characters and a simple rhythmic text this is a delightful book to

share with the very young and a joyful celebration of sisterly relationships big sister little sister

illustrates the relationship between a big sister and a little sister from its inception until little sister

begins to demand her independence from the tutelage of big sister through insight gained from

observing the dynamics between two of her granddaughters and from personal experience

having been a little sister cheryl newsome illuminates the conflicting emotions of jealously and

love big sisters have for little sisters in addition is how that conflict was resolved to some degree

by big sister mothering little sister which enabled big sister to continue to be the center of

attention as the firstborn big sister little sister is a book younger children can relate to it is also a

heartwarming book that stirs up memories of childhood if you are a big sister little sister big

brother or little brother with just a few words four and a half year old authoress reanna desouvre

and her father yanatha desouvre express the deep love that is felt between sisters in her first

book entitled big sister little sister from the opening lines big sister little sister finally together to

the very last page big sisters little sisters best friends for life this amazing adventure in the

universal story of the enduring love between sisters is captured for all to enjoy they were the
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most famous sisters in china as the country battled through a hundred years of wars revolutions

and seismic transformations the three soong sisters from shanghai were at the center of power

and each of them left an indelible mark on history red sister ching ling married the father of china

sun yat sen and rose to be mao s vice chair little sister may ling became madame chiang kai

shek first lady of pre communist nationalist china and a major political figure in her own right big

sister ei ling became chiang s unofficial main adviser and made herself one of china s richest

women all three sisters enjoyed tremendous privilege and glory but also endured constant mortal

danger they showed great courage and experienced passionate love as well as despair and

heartbreak they remained close emotionally even when they embraced opposing political camps

and ching ling dedicated herself to destroying her two sisters worlds big sister little sister red

sister is a gripping story of love war intrigue bravery glamour and betrayal which takes us on a

sweeping journey from canton to hawaii to new york from exiles quarters in japan and berlin to

secret meeting rooms in moscow and from the compounds of the communist elite in beijing to

the corridors of power in democratic taiwan in a group biography that is by turns intimate and

epic jung chang reveals the lives of three extraordinary women who helped shape twentieth

century china monstrous sisterly fun kirkus reviewslucy thinks her little sister mia is a monster

she follows lucy everywhere wreaks havoc in her room and steals her spotlight when at last lucy

has had enough she yells you little monster go away but lucy never imagines that mia might

disappear into a land of real monsters what s a big sister to do this riotous honest and

affectionate story will strike a wildly familiar chord with siblings of all ages big sister middle sister

little sister too is a poetic story told in rhythm and rhyme about a day in the lives of three sisters

from home to school and home again these sisters enjoy their day with friends and family ahhh

life before masks and quarantine the book is filled with amazing artwork affirmations and

messages that encourage children to see valuing themselves and others as a natural way to live

the call and response format of this story which has its roots in african american culture conjures

up a desire to dance sing and create music reclaim your joy as you and your babies bop to the

beat of this beautiful book big sister finds everyday life filled with new meaningsince little sister
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arrived the big one gets new clothes the little one gets hand me downs the big one does

everything first the little one is always catching up but the little one can do some things well and

can even teach the older one a thing or two big sisters and little sisters alike will agree this is a

sassy and touching celebration of sisterhood for all ages photographs of real life sisters and

brothers and rhyming texts depict the fun and trials of having a sister or brother includes

suggestions for parents about reading the book with their children small and big are sisters but

big can jump higher and run faster small is always stuck in big s shadow so one day small gets

mad and does something very mean now she s out of big s shadow but she feels smaller than

ever until small discovers there are some things she can do that big can t and that helping

someone else especially an older sister can make even the smallest person feel very big brilliant

illustrations with inventive perspectives anduse of shadows mark this delightful marriage of text

and art photographs of real life sisters illustrate a rhyming description of sisterhood this book is

two stories in one about transitioning from a family of three to four the stories are told from the

perspective of sweet little sister tiwa and her super big brother deji this book will help children to

prepare for new siblings while at the same time teach parents how to introduce a new sibling to

the family this book was created to teach children about people with special needs and also

about everything that their siblings big or little do with them each and every day mowat wilson

syndrome is very different from most diseases but showing compassion for others is something

we should all do regardless of our differences an absolute delight of a magical tale louisa morgan

author of the age of witches is her magic a threat to witchkind or is she simply powerful enough

to save the world rebekah wilde was eighteen when she left st cyprian officially stripped of her

magic and banished from her home ten years later she s forced to return to face the joywood

coven who preside over not just her hometown but the whole magical world rebekah is happy to

reunite with her sister and with her friends but the implications of her return are darker and more

dangerous than they could have imagined the joywood are determined to prove rebekah and her

friends are a danger to witchkind and her group faces an impending death sentence if they can t

prove otherwise rebekah must seek help from the only one who knows how to stop the joywood
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the ruthless immortal nicholas frost years ago he was her secret tutor in magic and her secret

impossible crush but the icy immortal is as remote and arrogant as ever and if he feels anything

for rebekah or witchkind it s impossible to tell witchlore book 1 small town big magic book 2 big

little spells photo illustrations of real life sisters accompanied by a rhyming description of

sisterhood sometimes siblings are peas in a pod usually siblings are archenemies in big brother

little sister you will meet the harper family overly responsible big brother matthew and his

mischievous little sister aaliyah are always battling it out with high stakes shenanigans under their

unsuspecting parent s noses making matters worse matthew s stressed out girlfriend delaney is

always at odds with her own little sister mindy chaos is always the word of the day all bets are

off and the laughs pour in when aaliyah and mindy team up to take on their older siblings will the

little sister duo destroy the universe as we know it or will we learn that friends and family will

always have your back no matter what fire trucks upside down vacations and wrecked birthdays

are just the tip of the iceberg in this heartwarming hilarious take on sibling rivalry big sister knows

best is a loving story about the special friendship between siblings anyone that has siblings

knows the oldest always thinks they know everything in this story big sister annie helps her

younger sister ellie get dressed and ready for the day annie makes sure to correct ellies

mistakes and forgetfulness in a loving way will ellie learn anything from this experience from the

bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series for a new

generation sister troublekaren loves her stepsister kristy then daddy gives kristy a special pin

karen is jealous she wants the pin but kristy will not let karen even borrow it karen borrows the

pin anyway then she loses it in the snow uh oh now what is karen going to do being a big sister

is an important job especially when it s to an angel this book provides real life examples of how

to be a big sister to an angel and allows for dialogue and creativity to flourish in the home this

book is perfect for big sisters of any age to feel as though they belong and that they are in fact

doing a terrific job a little girl gets used to sharing her parents with her baby brother and realizes

there are some benefits to being a big sister now includes a note to parents provided by

publisher features fits national reading standards by linking images to the text to provide picture
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clues and introducing age appropriate vocabulary this series meets the reading first initiative the

repetitive language structure and rhyming patterns help children decipher words word lists at the

back of each book help build reading vocabularies imagine an eighteen year old american girl

who has never read a newspaper watched television or made a phone call an eighteen year old

girl who has never danced and this in the 1960s it is in cambridge massachusetts where leonard

feeney a controversial soon to be excommunicated catholic priest has founded a religious

community called the slaves of the immaculate heart of mary the center s members many of

them educated at harvard and radcliffe surrender all earthly possessions and aspects of their life

including their children to him patricia chadwick was one of those children and little sister is her

account of growing up in the feeney sect separated from her parents and forbidden to speak to

them patricia bristles against the community s draconian rules yearning for another life when at

seventeen she is banished from the center her home she faces the world alone without skills

family or money but empowered with faith and a fierce determination to succeed on her own

which she does rising eventually to the upper echelons of the world of finance and investing a

tale of resilience and grace little sister chronicles in riveting prose a surreal childhood and does

so without rancor or self pity the love between is like no other bond it is a love that is forever

back in 1951 when this paper doll book was originally published big and little sisters liked to

dress alike the fashions of that time were always age appropriate and that meant sweetly pretty

styles that were worn by both teens and little girls this charming book beautifully painted with

fashionable flair turns back the clock to a fashion time long before madonna and rocker chicks

influenced style there are two big sister dolls and their two adorable little sisters eight pages are

filled with pretty party dresses cute cowgirl outfits classic classroom clothes perky playwear and

more and of course every outfit comes in two sizes so that big sister and little sister can dress

exactly alike all around the clock this reproduction vintage book is a real collector s item and a

rosy reminder of how times and fashion have changed in four decades family life series book 5

each of our lives will always be a special part of the other there s nothing quite like a sibling

bond written in beautiful rhyme this is an excellent story that values patience acceptance and
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bond between a brother and his sister here s what readers are already saying about this

amazing picture book it s just an amazing bedtime story for little kids of multiple ages and their

parents too helen this baby book is so cute there s a really good moral to this story it s a very

positive and encouraging book for kids to read steve fantastic preschool book well made very

colorful and easy to read jenny our main hero is a big brother who takes care of his little sister

kate he is a perfect example of little gentlemen that adores his younger sister and does

everything to make her happy they play games share toys and delicious food and even read

books as long as they have each other they can get through anything warning cuteness overload

so be ready this kids book has a great story and fantastic illustrations that will make you happier

or just put a smile on your face you and your kids will love this childrens book grab it now while it

s still available at this discounted price from the bestselling author of the generation defining

series the baby sitters club comes a series for a new generation working nine to fivekaren is

excited about take our daughters to work day she will spend the morning with her stepmother

and the afternoon with her father it is fun at first karen gets to talk on the phone make copies

and get a snack from the candy machine then karen has to go to a meeting it is not so much fun

karen likes the office but she cannot wait to go back to school from the bestselling author of the

generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series for a new generation ladies and

gentlemen karen is going to circus camp and she loves it she even makes a new friend jillian

who is a circus performer jillian tells karen what it s like traveling from show to show she even

lets karen help her with the circus animals karen has gigundo fun learning all the circus activities

but now karen has to choose one stunt to perform for the final show the trapeze or the high wire

a clown or a juggler oh no karen can t make up her mind it s a big job when a big brother gets to

take his little sister home from school for the very first time in debut author illustrator maple lam s

charming story she celebrates the incredible relationship between a little boy and his younger

sister similar to books like i m a big brother by joana cole and what brothers do best by laura

numeroff this book is perfect to read with both older and younger siblings as well as with

youngsters getting ready for back to school between a secret battle to reassemble a
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dismembered evil god and a threat from destiny altering beings waiting in the wings the world s

strongest little brother seems to have enough on his mind but there s even more waiting in store

for yuichi sakaki and things are about to get more chaotic by the week soon a yakuza gang is

stalking his little sister a demon doll is stalking aiko an overzealous archer is stalking him and

that s only the beginning who would have thought a little ray gun could cause so much trouble

bella joe and zac have to fight their way through killer insects mad mary and pesky little sisters

and a rather dumb brother to find help so they can return to normal size i m not going to spoil

the story for you by telling you exactly what happens in book 3 but i will say that lots of things

happen will they ever be normal again how will zac feel about bella at the end of this story

hmmm there s only one way to find out hope you love this final book in the series perfect for girls

aged 9 12 from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club

comes a series for a new generation good bye stoneybrook karen is moving to chicago for six

months with mommy andrew and seth karen wants to be with her little house family but leaving

her big house family will be hard and karen will miss her friends and her school a lot too she will

try her best to like chicago but what if she misses stoneybrook too much sibling journals always

bring a smile softcover small notebook professionally designed lightweight journal makes a

unique gift idea for little girl the middle sister is really a big sister and little sister all in one a

going to be a big sis quote for toddler middle child to welcome the new baby motivational

inspirational use for baby gender reveal parties baby showers or just a simple gift to let the older

middle child sibling girl know she s still loved and not forgotten dimensions small travel size 8x5

inches 20 32x12 7 cm interior half blank unruled top space and half wide ruled bottom pages on

thick white paper is perfect for a story notebook or everyday drawing cover full color soft cover

paperback has a tough cover with glossy print artwork cover art chosen from the best images

and photos from original works of a professional graphic designer binding durable trade

paperback binding perfect bound works well for one subject school assignment taking notes

journaling or a do it yourself diy diary planner for kid girls bound similar to books found in your

local library encourage your older daughter to record her experiences with the new baby and
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participate in the fun works best as a baby shower surprise christmas stocking or easter basket

stuffer gift for girl promoted to big sister sibling daughter idea helps with pregnancy

announcement add your own personal note on the inside cover to make this a personalized gift

dad says there s a baby coming but i m not happy i don t think babies are cute especially not

little sisters with everyone else delighted by the new addition to the family will big brother find a

way to get rid of his new baby sister or will he see that she s not really as bad as he thinks

maddie is no longer the only child and little sister mack admires and adores her big sister but

what happens when maddie gets annoyed by mack s constant desire to spend time together

read to see how maddie learns how to transition from being the only child for 7 years and grows

to appreciate and love little mack through their sisterly adventures designed to boost self

confidence and educate children of all ages about the importance of healthy relationships this

book series will follow a young girl and her very energetic little sister throughout their sisterhood

journey while this book features african american children its message about cultivating healthy

relationships and self confidence is a universal one that can be enjoyed and appreciated by

children of all races from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters

club comes a series for a new generation april fool karen loves april fools day that is when she

gets to play tricks on her friends first she squirts pamela with a fake camera then she puts a

plastic cockroach in bobby s shoe but now karen has come up with a joke to play on her whole

big house family could this be her best joke ever or is karen in for a big surprise
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Big Sister and Little Sister 1966

as far as little sister was concerned there was nothing big sister couldn t do one day though little

sister wanted to be alone and she hid in the meadow big sister couldn t find little sister so she

began to cry until little sister came to comfort her illustrated copyright libri gmbh all rights

reserved

Little Sister, Big Sister 2000

hester and her younger sister edna play queen and her maid pretend to be mermaids eat

chocolate and experience a thunderstorm

Big Sister, Little Sister 2006

there s quite a difference between being big and being little whilst big sister roller skates little

sister hesitates and whilst big sister plays princess little sister holds her dress nevertheless big

sister and little sister can t help but have fun together with thoroughly appealing central

characters and a simple rhythmic text this is a delightful book to share with the very young and a

joyful celebration of sisterly relationships

Big Sister Little Sister 2018-08-29

big sister little sister illustrates the relationship between a big sister and a little sister from its

inception until little sister begins to demand her independence from the tutelage of big sister

through insight gained from observing the dynamics between two of her granddaughters and from

personal experience having been a little sister cheryl newsome illuminates the conflicting

emotions of jealously and love big sisters have for little sisters in addition is how that conflict was

resolved to some degree by big sister mothering little sister which enabled big sister to continue
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to be the center of attention as the firstborn big sister little sister is a book younger children can

relate to it is also a heartwarming book that stirs up memories of childhood if you are a big sister

little sister big brother or little brother

Big Sister, Little Sister 2013-03-29

with just a few words four and a half year old authoress reanna desouvre and her father yanatha

desouvre express the deep love that is felt between sisters in her first book entitled big sister

little sister from the opening lines big sister little sister finally together to the very last page big

sisters little sisters best friends for life this amazing adventure in the universal story of the

enduring love between sisters is captured for all to enjoy

Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister 2019-10-29

they were the most famous sisters in china as the country battled through a hundred years of

wars revolutions and seismic transformations the three soong sisters from shanghai were at the

center of power and each of them left an indelible mark on history red sister ching ling married

the father of china sun yat sen and rose to be mao s vice chair little sister may ling became

madame chiang kai shek first lady of pre communist nationalist china and a major political figure

in her own right big sister ei ling became chiang s unofficial main adviser and made herself one

of china s richest women all three sisters enjoyed tremendous privilege and glory but also

endured constant mortal danger they showed great courage and experienced passionate love as

well as despair and heartbreak they remained close emotionally even when they embraced

opposing political camps and ching ling dedicated herself to destroying her two sisters worlds big

sister little sister red sister is a gripping story of love war intrigue bravery glamour and betrayal

which takes us on a sweeping journey from canton to hawaii to new york from exiles quarters in

japan and berlin to secret meeting rooms in moscow and from the compounds of the communist

elite in beijing to the corridors of power in democratic taiwan in a group biography that is by turns
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intimate and epic jung chang reveals the lives of three extraordinary women who helped shape

twentieth century china

Big Sister, Little Monster 2017-09-12

monstrous sisterly fun kirkus reviewslucy thinks her little sister mia is a monster she follows lucy

everywhere wreaks havoc in her room and steals her spotlight when at last lucy has had enough

she yells you little monster go away but lucy never imagines that mia might disappear into a land

of real monsters what s a big sister to do this riotous honest and affectionate story will strike a

wildly familiar chord with siblings of all ages

Big Sister, Middle Sister, Little Sister Too! 2020-07-28

big sister middle sister little sister too is a poetic story told in rhythm and rhyme about a day in

the lives of three sisters from home to school and home again these sisters enjoy their day with

friends and family ahhh life before masks and quarantine the book is filled with amazing artwork

affirmations and messages that encourage children to see valuing themselves and others as a

natural way to live the call and response format of this story which has its roots in african

american culture conjures up a desire to dance sing and create music reclaim your joy as you

and your babies bop to the beat of this beautiful book

The Tiny Adventures of Big Sister and Little Sister 2004-01-01

big sister finds everyday life filled with new meaningsince little sister arrived

Big Sister, Little Sister 2005-07-18

the big one gets new clothes the little one gets hand me downs the big one does everything first

the little one is always catching up but the little one can do some things well and can even teach
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the older one a thing or two big sisters and little sisters alike will agree this is a sassy and

touching celebration of sisterhood for all ages

Big Sister, Little Sister 2013*

photographs of real life sisters and brothers and rhyming texts depict the fun and trials of having

a sister or brother includes suggestions for parents about reading the book with their children

Small Sister 2007

small and big are sisters but big can jump higher and run faster small is always stuck in big s

shadow so one day small gets mad and does something very mean now she s out of big s

shadow but she feels smaller than ever until small discovers there are some things she can do

that big can t and that helping someone else especially an older sister can make even the

smallest person feel very big brilliant illustrations with inventive perspectives anduse of shadows

mark this delightful marriage of text and art

Big Sister, Little Sister 2002-03-18

photographs of real life sisters illustrate a rhyming description of sisterhood

Super Big Brother and Sweet Little Sister 2021-02-15

this book is two stories in one about transitioning from a family of three to four the stories are

told from the perspective of sweet little sister tiwa and her super big brother deji this book will

help children to prepare for new siblings while at the same time teach parents how to introduce a

new sibling to the family
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The Big/Little Sister 2019-03-16

this book was created to teach children about people with special needs and also about

everything that their siblings big or little do with them each and every day mowat wilson

syndrome is very different from most diseases but showing compassion for others is something

we should all do regardless of our differences

ねえさんといもうと 2006-04-15

an absolute delight of a magical tale louisa morgan author of the age of witches is her magic a

threat to witchkind or is she simply powerful enough to save the world rebekah wilde was

eighteen when she left st cyprian officially stripped of her magic and banished from her home ten

years later she s forced to return to face the joywood coven who preside over not just her

hometown but the whole magical world rebekah is happy to reunite with her sister and with her

friends but the implications of her return are darker and more dangerous than they could have

imagined the joywood are determined to prove rebekah and her friends are a danger to witchkind

and her group faces an impending death sentence if they can t prove otherwise rebekah must

seek help from the only one who knows how to stop the joywood the ruthless immortal nicholas

frost years ago he was her secret tutor in magic and her secret impossible crush but the icy

immortal is as remote and arrogant as ever and if he feels anything for rebekah or witchkind it s

impossible to tell witchlore book 1 small town big magic book 2 big little spells

Big Little Spells 2023-08-29

photo illustrations of real life sisters accompanied by a rhyming description of sisterhood

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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Big Sister, Little Sister 2000

sometimes siblings are peas in a pod usually siblings are archenemies in big brother little sister

you will meet the harper family overly responsible big brother matthew and his mischievous little

sister aaliyah are always battling it out with high stakes shenanigans under their unsuspecting

parent s noses making matters worse matthew s stressed out girlfriend delaney is always at odds

with her own little sister mindy chaos is always the word of the day all bets are off and the

laughs pour in when aaliyah and mindy team up to take on their older siblings will the little sister

duo destroy the universe as we know it or will we learn that friends and family will always have

your back no matter what fire trucks upside down vacations and wrecked birthdays are just the

tip of the iceberg in this heartwarming hilarious take on sibling rivalry

Big Brother, Little Sister 2020-10-12

big sister knows best is a loving story about the special friendship between siblings anyone that

has siblings knows the oldest always thinks they know everything in this story big sister annie

helps her younger sister ellie get dressed and ready for the day annie makes sure to correct

ellies mistakes and forgetfulness in a loving way will ellie learn anything from this experience

Big Sister Knows Best 2016-10-07

from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series

for a new generation sister troublekaren loves her stepsister kristy then daddy gives kristy a

special pin karen is jealous she wants the pin but kristy will not let karen even borrow it karen

borrows the pin anyway then she loses it in the snow uh oh now what is karen going to do
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Karen's Big Sister (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #69)

2016-06-28

being a big sister is an important job especially when it s to an angel this book provides real life

examples of how to be a big sister to an angel and allows for dialogue and creativity to flourish in

the home this book is perfect for big sisters of any age to feel as though they belong and that

they are in fact doing a terrific job

Big Sister to an Angel 2019-02

a little girl gets used to sharing her parents with her baby brother and realizes there are some

benefits to being a big sister now includes a note to parents provided by publisher

Big Sister Now 2005-08-01

features fits national reading standards by linking images to the text to provide picture clues and

introducing age appropriate vocabulary this series meets the reading first initiative the repetitive

language structure and rhyming patterns help children decipher words word lists at the back of

each book help build reading vocabularies

Little Sister, Big Mess! 2007-09

imagine an eighteen year old american girl who has never read a newspaper watched television

or made a phone call an eighteen year old girl who has never danced and this in the 1960s it is

in cambridge massachusetts where leonard feeney a controversial soon to be excommunicated

catholic priest has founded a religious community called the slaves of the immaculate heart of

mary the center s members many of them educated at harvard and radcliffe surrender all earthly

possessions and aspects of their life including their children to him patricia chadwick was one of
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those children and little sister is her account of growing up in the feeney sect separated from her

parents and forbidden to speak to them patricia bristles against the community s draconian rules

yearning for another life when at seventeen she is banished from the center her home she faces

the world alone without skills family or money but empowered with faith and a fierce

determination to succeed on her own which she does rising eventually to the upper echelons of

the world of finance and investing a tale of resilience and grace little sister chronicles in riveting

prose a surreal childhood and does so without rancor or self pity

Oliver Twister and His Big Little Sister 1985

the love between is like no other bond it is a love that is forever

Little Sister 2019-04-02

back in 1951 when this paper doll book was originally published big and little sisters liked to

dress alike the fashions of that time were always age appropriate and that meant sweetly pretty

styles that were worn by both teens and little girls this charming book beautifully painted with

fashionable flair turns back the clock to a fashion time long before madonna and rocker chicks

influenced style there are two big sister dolls and their two adorable little sisters eight pages are

filled with pretty party dresses cute cowgirl outfits classic classroom clothes perky playwear and

more and of course every outfit comes in two sizes so that big sister and little sister can dress

exactly alike all around the clock this reproduction vintage book is a real collector s item and a

rosy reminder of how times and fashion have changed in four decades

Big Sister Little Sisters 2013-12

family life series book 5 each of our lives will always be a special part of the other there s

nothing quite like a sibling bond written in beautiful rhyme this is an excellent story that values
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patience acceptance and bond between a brother and his sister here s what readers are already

saying about this amazing picture book it s just an amazing bedtime story for little kids of multiple

ages and their parents too helen this baby book is so cute there s a really good moral to this

story it s a very positive and encouraging book for kids to read steve fantastic preschool book

well made very colorful and easy to read jenny our main hero is a big brother who takes care of

his little sister kate he is a perfect example of little gentlemen that adores his younger sister and

does everything to make her happy they play games share toys and delicious food and even

read books as long as they have each other they can get through anything warning cuteness

overload so be ready this kids book has a great story and fantastic illustrations that will make you

happier or just put a smile on your face you and your kids will love this childrens book grab it

now while it s still available at this discounted price

Big Brother, Little Sister 2000

from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series

for a new generation working nine to fivekaren is excited about take our daughters to work day

she will spend the morning with her stepmother and the afternoon with her father it is fun at first

karen gets to talk on the phone make copies and get a snack from the candy machine then

karen has to go to a meeting it is not so much fun karen likes the office but she cannot wait to

go back to school

Big 'n' Little Sister Paper Dolls 2010-12-01

from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series

for a new generation ladies and gentlemen karen is going to circus camp and she loves it she

even makes a new friend jillian who is a circus performer jillian tells karen what it s like traveling

from show to show she even lets karen help her with the circus animals karen has gigundo fun

learning all the circus activities but now karen has to choose one stunt to perform for the final
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show the trapeze or the high wire a clown or a juggler oh no karen can t make up her mind

My Big Brother 2018-10-03

it s a big job when a big brother gets to take his little sister home from school for the very first

time in debut author illustrator maple lam s charming story she celebrates the incredible

relationship between a little boy and his younger sister similar to books like i m a big brother by

joana cole and what brothers do best by laura numeroff this book is perfect to read with both

older and younger siblings as well as with youngsters getting ready for back to school

Karen's Big Job (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #84) 2016-06-28

between a secret battle to reassemble a dismembered evil god and a threat from destiny altering

beings waiting in the wings the world s strongest little brother seems to have enough on his mind

but there s even more waiting in store for yuichi sakaki and things are about to get more chaotic

by the week soon a yakuza gang is stalking his little sister a demon doll is stalking aiko an

overzealous archer is stalking him and that s only the beginning

Karen's Big Top (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #51) 2016-05-31

who would have thought a little ray gun could cause so much trouble bella joe and zac have to

fight their way through killer insects mad mary and pesky little sisters and a rather dumb brother

to find help so they can return to normal size i m not going to spoil the story for you by telling

you exactly what happens in book 3 but i will say that lots of things happen will they ever be

normal again how will zac feel about bella at the end of this story hmmm there s only one way to

find out hope you love this final book in the series perfect for girls aged 9 12
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My Little Sister and Me 2016-05-10

from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series

for a new generation good bye stoneybrook karen is moving to chicago for six months with

mommy andrew and seth karen wants to be with her little house family but leaving her big house

family will be hard and karen will miss her friends and her school a lot too she will try her best to

like chicago but what if she misses stoneybrook too much

My Big Sister Lives in a Fantasy World: Volume 5 2017-08-18

sibling journals always bring a smile softcover small notebook professionally designed lightweight

journal makes a unique gift idea for little girl the middle sister is really a big sister and little sister

all in one a going to be a big sis quote for toddler middle child to welcome the new baby

motivational inspirational use for baby gender reveal parties baby showers or just a simple gift to

let the older middle child sibling girl know she s still loved and not forgotten dimensions small

travel size 8x5 inches 20 32x12 7 cm interior half blank unruled top space and half wide ruled

bottom pages on thick white paper is perfect for a story notebook or everyday drawing cover full

color soft cover paperback has a tough cover with glossy print artwork cover art chosen from the

best images and photos from original works of a professional graphic designer binding durable

trade paperback binding perfect bound works well for one subject school assignment taking notes

journaling or a do it yourself diy diary planner for kid girls bound similar to books found in your

local library encourage your older daughter to record her experiences with the new baby and

participate in the fun works best as a baby shower surprise christmas stocking or easter basket

stuffer gift for girl promoted to big sister sibling daughter idea helps with pregnancy

announcement add your own personal note on the inside cover to make this a personalized gift
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I Shrunk My Best Friend! 2017-08-13

dad says there s a baby coming but i m not happy i don t think babies are cute especially not

little sisters with everyone else delighted by the new addition to the family will big brother find a

way to get rid of his new baby sister or will he see that she s not really as bad as he thinks

Karen's Big Move (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #96) 2016-07-26

maddie is no longer the only child and little sister mack admires and adores her big sister but

what happens when maddie gets annoyed by mack s constant desire to spend time together

read to see how maddie learns how to transition from being the only child for 7 years and grows

to appreciate and love little mack through their sisterly adventures designed to boost self

confidence and educate children of all ages about the importance of healthy relationships this

book series will follow a young girl and her very energetic little sister throughout their sisterhood

journey while this book features african american children its message about cultivating healthy

relationships and self confidence is a universal one that can be enjoyed and appreciated by

children of all races

The Middle Sister Is a Big Sister Draw and Write Journal -

Notebook 2019-02

from the bestselling author of the generation defining series the baby sitters club comes a series

for a new generation april fool karen loves april fools day that is when she gets to play tricks on

her friends first she squirts pamela with a fake camera then she puts a plastic cockroach in

bobby s shoe but now karen has come up with a joke to play on her whole big house family

could this be her best joke ever or is karen in for a big surprise
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Little Mister Gets a Sister (Big Book Edition) 2021

The Adventures of Maddie and Mack 2019-09-03

Karen's Big Joke (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #27) 2016-04-26
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